
Simply good v ibrations

bluebalance® hydrogen generator

        Hydrogen gas 

   neutralizes radicals

Instead of the included plastic cup 

with 330 ml capacity, you can also use 

our 500 ml glass water bottle with 

the bluebalance® device.  It is made 

of pressure-resistant glass for safe 

use. 

pink, dark blue, grey, light green, 

turquoise and black.

glass water 

bottle onto the bluebalance® device, an 

adapter with a diameter of 4 cm (1.6 inches) 

is required. If you purchase the bluebalance®

device from the AMS, you will receive the 

adapter .

The bluebalance®hydrogen generator is a handy, mobile device which you can enrich your water with hydrogen gas at home or underway. 

Ideal for all those who already have a reverse osmosis system at home, which removes all harmful substances from the water but is not 

able to transform it into an by adding hydrogen gas.

On the inside pages of this brochure you can read in detail about the advantages of enriching water with hydrogen gas. Learn what it 

neutralize free radicals

The bluebalance® device at a glance

water 

hydrogen enrichment in 3 or 5 minutes (for 330 or 500 ml water)

and can therefore be 

used as a .* 

Hydrogen is probably the in our body and can be used to help including 

Further studies have shown that the electrosmog surrounding us is also responsible for . Nowadays it is almost impossible 

electrosmog.

When purchasing a bluebalance® hydrogen 

generator, we grant you a special discount 

of 10% when purchasing one of our small 

devices MEDISEND®, METRONOM solar or 

METRONOM C

Please indicate your desired 
colour when ordering.

If you do not yet have a reverse osmosis device 

recommend our ®premium pro.

It combines 

enrichment with hydrogen gas. Contact us, 

brochure for the ®premium pro.

Hydrogen - an important element for our health

Accessories

3 minutes (330 ml) / 5 minutes (500 ml)

bluebalance®

charger cable, citric acid  for cleaning, manual

(please indicate when ordering)

To see the current USD price and place your order 

bluebalance®

or in our online shop Please order. . .

Thank youAMS GmbH

Advanced Medical Systems

GERMANY



. The measured 

Untreated tap water .

Hydrogen gas 

hydrogen water 

     free radicals
     and oxidative 
         stress

Drinking water as     
      antioxidant

Electrolysis water is split 

as an element in our cells for 

. This allows them to penetrate the intracellular space and even the mitochondria.

mainly in China and Korea. Unfortunately, not much research is being done in other countries. In Korea, 

10% of the available (mineral) water is now hydrogenated. There are currently over one thousand studies 

randomized double-blind studies. So far, these 

------> Our products ------> Water Treatment ------> Studies

Enrichment of water with hydrogen gas 

The handy bluebalance® hydrogen generator allows you to easily add hydrogen gas to your 

bluebalance® device, 

By enrichment with hydrogen gas, the water changes its and gets an 

. This means that a gives the water the ability to neutralize free 

radicals. Free radicals are atoms or molecules with a free, unpaired electron. They are therefore 

Free radicals are naturally caused 

For the amount of naturally occurring free radicals, the body is able to restore a healthy balance 

 such as      

increase of 

free radicals contributes to 

to 

eliminate them, 

mutually reinforcing.

. A 

Enriching the drinking water with hydrogen gas means that the water is also able to act 

.

  enrichment
     with 
  hydrogen

For the enrichment it is not the amount of hydrogen gas that 

is primarily important, but its dispersion. In the bluebalance®

water and thus ensures a that can 

be measured over several hours.

of the bluebalance®

electrolysis unit

molecular hydrogen gas

water. 

electrode (anode), and is released into the lower part of the 

antioxidant
          effect

          Studies

H

bluebalance® device by electrolysis

 negative 
          redox
       potential

protection
         by
    hydrogen
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